This paper uses previously estimated price elasticities for food products to estimate the effect on diets from a taxes on saturated fat and on sugar and a subsidy on fruits and vegetables. The paper goes on to estimate the effect of the estimated change in diets on health, in particular adjusted health years. The innovation in the paper is to adjust the price elasticities to account for the change in total expenditures on food from the change in aggregate food prices, which the authors refer to as the total food elasticity adjustment, TFEe adjustment. The authors find that the
adjustment has a significant effect on the price elasticities they use to calculate changes in health.
While the author discuss the TFEe adjustment, I would have liked to have seen more detail regarding how the calculation is made. (On page 15, the authors claim that their approach is a "theoretically plausible solution." But they don't demonstrate that point.) If the adjustment or calculation were made using estimated share rather than price elasticities, the calculation would go something like this: Let sit be the share of total food expenditures Et in year t spent on product i. The available estimates of s assume that E is fixed. Thus is it necessary to account for the effect of price change on both s and E in order to measure the effect of the price change on total quantity q consumed of product i. The change in q can be expressed as Δ * * Δ * * Δ Δ * Δ An equivalent expression using elasticities would have been helpful.
There is an implicit assumption that the pre-tax market price does not change in response to the taxes and subsidies. It is reasonable to assume perfect competition and constant marginal cost in food production NZ?
Another implicit assumption is that the estimated price elasticities apply in the long run. If I understand how the price elasticities were estimated, I believe that they reflect short run responses to price changes. But, it is expected that over time, consumers will modify their response to the initial price change. This is important since the price elasticities are used to estimate changes in diet over an individual's lifetime.
If expenditures on food increase as a result of the tax/subsidy policy, might the change in nonfood spending result in health effects? For example, might there be less spending on exercise classes or health care, or less driving but more walking?
It would be desirable to compare the change in prices used in the research that generated the price elasticities to the implicit change in prices from the tax/subsidy policy. In particular, are the authors trying to estimate effects that are well outside the range of prices used for the price elasticity estimation?
Regarding the writing, in general, I found it difficult to understand what the authors were attempting to do and then how they did it. The paper could have been made much clearer.
The paper uses estimates that were generated in other papers, for example the price elasticities. I found it difficult to follow the explanation of the price elasticity estimates. It was technical and short compared to the original papers, making it hard to obtain an intuitive understanding of the procedure. I think it might have been desirable if the discussion of how those results were derived was separated from the rest of the discussion.
There are many typos and places where the writing could be made clearer and the presentation improved. Here are some examples, but this is not a comprehensive list:
 P3. HALY is defined in the abstract. It should be defined the first time it is used in the body of the paper.
 P6, 1 st paragraph. The explanation of price elasticity is very basic and could be dropped or relegated to a footnote. On the other hand the explanation for the need to scale the estimated elasticities is not well articulated.
 P6, 2 nd paragraph. The following is unclear, "…on both price and demand or purchasing with sufficient variation in price…" as is "…starting proportionate consumption…"  P6, 2 nd paragraph. The sentence beginning with "Indeed, the most common…" could be improved by more clearly noting that it is in reference to studies that focus just on food consumption. I first thought it meant general studies of price elasticities that assume no change in food expenditures, which didn't make any sense.
 P6, 3 rd paragraph. Consider the sentence, "Is applying PEs derived from one setting into another acceptable?" I found this misleading. At first I thought the task was that the paper was taking price elasticity estimated from one data source, and using them to estimate changes using a different data set. But that is not exactly what is being done.
The paper does not apply them in another "setting". I struggled with trying to understand what the authors were doing, and found the writing confusing rather than enlightening.
 P7-8. Given that the objective is to estimate the effect on consumption of food items from a price change, the suggestion that one would do assuming that energy intake or grams of food purchased is constant, makes no intuitive sense. I don't see the point of discussing those two options.
 P10, 2 nd line. "more important" is not what you mean, but rather "larger".
 P13, Results. Information on the consumption of saturated fats and sugar would have been helpful in understanding how the tax results in a price increase of 3.91% for all food.
 P22, Text Box. The text says a 20% subsidy, while the spreadsheets refer to a 10% subsidy.
